
Leadership has adapted to the times 
and needs of industry!

The lockdown due to the COVID-19 pandemic has 
not only stopped the economy, but have put it on 
a fundamentally different path altogether. The way 
we used to interact with each other has almost 
irreversibly changed. From the centuries old normal 
social convention of a handshake to a face-to-face 
meeting. This also extends to marketing plans and its 
execution. Research has shown that people consume 
more media now than at any other time in history. 
This consumption is almost entirely happening in a 
digital format. People read more, but they do it almost 
exclusively online. 

Social media platforms have become the predominant 
medium for the dissemination of information. 
Webinars and other forms of virtual events have 
replaced conferences. 

Leadership has adapted to the times and needs of 
industry! For the first time in its illustrious history of 
almost 40 years, the April edition was published and 
distributed exclusively in an electronic format. We had 
enormous success with almost 10 000 decision-makers 
from all sectors of the economy and Government 
reading the magazine online. 

For over four decades, Leadership 
magazine has formed an 
integral part of the publishing 
landscape in South Africa
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Advertising Rates 2021
           1 Edition             2-6 Editions             7-11 Editions

IFC - DPS R42 500 R38 000 R35 200
DPS R40 700 R36 850 R33 000
FP Prime Position R33 000 R29 700 R26 700

Full Page R29 150 R26 500 R23 800

IBC - DPS R40 150 R36 150 R32 600
IBC - FP R30 800 R27 700 R25 000
OBC R39 000 R35 200 R32 000
The rates above are inclusive of agency commission but exclude VAT

Corporate Profiles/Interviews
Can include a full page, full colour advert

DPS Corporate Special R44 000
3 x Page Profile R63 000
4 x Page Profile R77 000
5 x Page Profile R89 000
Rates exclude agency commission and VAT

Contact

CAPE MEDIA CORPORATION 
Address 
Cape Media House 
Cnr Main & Devonshire Hill Road,  
Rondebosch, Cape Town 7700

Postal Address 
Suite 82, Private Bag X1005 
Claremont, 7735, Cape Town

Telephone/Fax 
Tel: 021 681 7000  
Fax: 021 685 4448

Web

www.leadershiponline.co.za

Proprietor 
Kaqala Media Ltd 
Reg # 99/23655/06

Directors 
Andrew Fehrsen, Andrew Brading, Robert Arendse

• The link will be sent via email to our relevant database

• The distribution reach has increased tenfold

• The distribution is measurable

• The distribution will be boosted by an extensive social media campaign. This campaign will be ongoing.

• All advertisers will be approached by the editor for a quote in at least one article. These articles will be boosted in a 
paid campaign on social media platforms, This benefit is offered free of charge to advertisers.



Proudly South African and brimming with insights, intelligence, and interviews with leaders at 
the cutting edge of all aspects of our society, it is little wonder that it has scooped up numerous 
prestigious awards, both locally and internationally, and is held in such high regard around the 
world.

Now available in both digital and print formats, Leadership magazine is able to reach some 80 
000 people every month. This shift to digital has created a plethora of new opportunities, as 
readers are now able to access an interactive version which boasts videos and other multimedia 
offerings, to complement the outstanding editorial work of editor Dr JJ Tabane and his team.

When Cape Media bought this iconic magazine in 2007, it had a reputation for high standards 
of integrity and journalistic excellence set by its founder, the late Hugh Murray—but it was 
in serious financial difficulty. Cape Media turned it into a profit-making publication and it 
continues to achieve impressive results, while not veering off the path of the principles set by 
its founder.

In terms of the awards to its name, Leadership has walked away with a record 13 PICA Awards, 
including ‘Business Magazine of the Year’, ‘Best Publication Professional Services’, ‘Business 
Magazine Editor of the Year’, ‘Business Magazine Design of the Year’, and ‘Best Front Cover’. 
Leadership has also won a record 17 International Tabbie Awards, including ‘Best Single Issue 
of the Year’, ‘Best Feature Article’, ‘Best Opening Spread’, and ‘Best Front Cover’, as well as a record 
14 Mondi Premier Awards.

Leadership magazine is still aimed at the dynamic reader who is not afraid to take life by the 
proverbial horns. It is much loved by both entrepreneurs and those pushing the boundaries of 
leadership as an art form. This is made possible by the one-on-one perspective of leaders from 
within South Africa, Africa, and the world.

Leadership magazine’s insights and analysis of situations and people within the country 
and across the globe bring forth an intelligent, thought-provoking interaction with what is 
happening today. Leadership was selected to produce the Special Funeral Edition for Nelson 
Mandela’s funeral, ‘Farewell Madiba’. For a relatively small Cape Town-based publishing house to 
be asked to produce a publication of this nature, celebrating the life of South Africa’s greatest 
ever son, this stands out as one of Leadership’s most outstanding achievements and speaks 
volumes about the esteem in which the magazine is held.

Under the guidance of editor Dr JJ Tabane and through innovation, Leadership is set to 
continue to set the benchmark for print media in South Africa for many years to come.

Dr Onkgopotse JJ  Tabane 
i s  o n e  o f  S o u t h  A f r i c a ’s 
foremost political and social 
commentators. As the editor of 
Leadership magazine, Dr Tabane 
has risen to a platform where 
he can continue to use his 
influence to make even more 
of a difference. The 48 year-old 
is also the  current anchor of 
‘Power to Truth’ on eNCA. 

As a communication and media expert, Dr Tabane is no 
stranger to our screens and radio waves, having worked for 
Power FM, the South African Broadcasting Corporation and 
Newzroom Afrika in the past. His interviewing style is of the 
hard-hitting variety, with a number of high-profile local and 
international newsmakers being asked the difficult questions 
by the father of three. Dr Tabane is a family man married to 
Nonhlanhla Xaba. 

Dr Tabane is also an author and businessman. His book, Let’s 
Talk Frankly—which was published in 2015, speaks to the state 
of South Africa in the form of letters to influential figures. His 
involvement in the business world has seen him land top jobs 
in the shape of CEO of Sgwili Media Group,  Dr Tabane has 
also worked for South African Airways, Altron Incorporated, 
Chamber of Mines of SA, and the Department of Environmental 
Affairs and Tourism, amongst others. He has also served on 
the University Councils of the Northwest University and the 
University of the Western Cape. He is currently a trustee of the 
University of the Western Cape Foundation as well as the new 
Love Life Trust where he serves as deputy chairperson. 

Dr Tabane holds a PhD from Wits University, as well as a BProc 
from the University of the Western Cape, BA degree from the 
University of the North, and a Master’s Degree in SA Politics and 
Political Economy from the Nelson Mandela Bay Metropolitan 
University. He has written extensively for the Daily Maverick, 
The Sunday Times, The Business Day and The Star amongst other 
publications where he has maintained regular columns since 
2006. 

For over four decades, Leadership 
magazine has formed an integral part of 
the publishing landscape in South Africa
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